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Rotation Control Pro 3.3.5 Apk Full Paid is the latest Full Paid Tool app That takes down the final version of Rotation Control Pro Apk For Android with linkRotation Control Pro directly is an Android app made by HDM Dev Team that you can install on your Android devices in a way that can force a specific spin on apps
with a fixed screen orientation. A simple design with easy-to-understand and easy-to-use functions.=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=--=-=-= Recommended for people: – Want to use use your smartphone's home screen in landscape mode - Want to use horizontal mode games or video apps in portrait mode - Want to always use
their tablet in landscape mode - Want to switch between fixed directions with one tap via the status bar =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=---Featuresâ-ºRotation settings Can configure the rotation of the screen.â–ºNotification settings Control the rotation of the screen easily from the bar application rotation settings.â-ºPer
can configure different rotations for each application. Rotate in the direction of your preset screen at the start of the app. Return to the original screen orientation when the application.â-º Special case settings Detect when the charger or headset is connected and rotate in the direction of your built-in screen. Return to the
original screen direction when they are removed. You can check the functions and activities of this app with a free trial. Please check the functions and activities by trying it out for free before you buy. RotationAutomatic: The rotation screen is based on a sensor. Landscape: The screen is fixed in the horizontal direction.
Landscape (Inverted) : the screen is fixed upside down horizontally. Horizontal (Automatic) : automatically rotates in a horizontal direction based on the sensor. Portrait: the screen is fixed in the vertical direction. Portrait (Reverse) : the screen is fixed vertically upside down. Portrait (Automatic) : automatically rotates in a
sensor-based vertical direction.* Some rotations may not correspond depending on the device's specifications. This is not a problem with the app. This app uses a support service. This is used to detect when an app is launched or closed and allows you to change the rotation actions for each app. This information is not
stored or shared. Rotation Control Pro ApkRotation Control Pro ApkWhats New:Minor fixes. The new Google Play Android 9 comes with a lot of interesting functions, including the function of automatically rotating the screen, in different situations. Although most devices already have this function, it can still be improved.
As it will take some time for Android 9 to make its way to the phone other than the official line-up, third-party developers decided to bring some features. With the help of Dynamic Rotation: Android P Style the user can adjust the feel for rotation speed and inclination, can stop rotating and even set it up to start with the
operating system. It is also possible to change the position of the button, depending on your preferences. Rotate the screen easilySet up to start with the operating system When you have automatically turned off the rotation, the rotation of the ™ phone is locked, which may be the original portrait mode. Dynamic Rotation
v1.5 [Unlocked] APK Free Download Latest Version for Android. Download dynamic rotation v1.5 full APK [Unlocked]. Overview &amp; Features of Dynamic Rotation v1.5 [Unlocked]Before you download Dynamic Rotation v1.5 [Unlocked] APK, You can read the summary and list of features below. Overview: When
you've automatically turned off rotation, ™ your phone is locked, which may be vertical mode at first. Once you've automatically turned off rotation, ™ your phone will be locked, probably in portrait mode at first. However, when you rotate your phone in an app, you™ get a rotation proposal in the bottom right corner of your
phone that lets you flip the rotation. If you press the button, it then flips the direction and locks it until you turn back and press the suggested button again. What's new: Improved stability! Paid Feature Unlock This app has no ads The easiest and fastest way to adjust screen rotation - small, intuitive, unobtrusive. How it
worksTho this app tracks the direction of your phone and displays a button when the phone is turned on a new edge. Press the button to adjust the rotation or ignore the button and rotate as before. This gives you the best of both worlds: the ability to adjust rotational interaction whenever you need it (for example to
quickly look at an image in the landscape), but without automatically rotating inconveniencing you in the wrong moments (for example when reading something while lying on your face). Features★ Location and free custom button size★ Free custom colors★ Adjustable sensitivity★ Automatic startup★ Automatic pause
when auto-rotation is turned on★ QuickTile to start/stop appsM an older version of the app that was introduced on the technology website (In German) Chip.de. Watch their video for a small preview of the app's capabilities. Link: Description location can be selected specifically for landscapes and portraits, so the button is
always accessible, no matter how you're holding your phone. The color picker includes a transparent setting that allows to make the button super unobtrusive. Set the distance control sensitivity you need to rotate your phone before the button is displayed. And automatic startup means that you never have to reopen the
app settings after the initial configuration. PermissionsThe storage access is necessary if you want to automatically select the button color that matches your wallpaper. The app will only ask if you choose this option. If you don't want to grant this access, the rest of the app works well without it. This is the first public
version of version 3.0. It brings some interesting new features.- The ability to select the button app is displayed (and the rotation is tied) on. Can be easily switched quickly from notifications and from quicksettings stacks.- Support for dark mode.- The user interface is simpler and clearer.- Better information about the
necessary permissions.- Information about potential problems with battery optimization. Safe Downloader CHIP Installer only downloads this download quickly and securely through highspeed CHIP servers, ensuring reliable origin. In addition to virus scanning, each download is manually checked by our editorial team for
you. The benefits of installerMalware Protection chip will notify you if your download has installed unwanted additional software. Discover more information. Explore additional software: From an editorial standby, the perfect trial versions are waiting for the installer to explore. With us you have a choice, because unlike
other portals, no additional software is selected by default. Not convinced? Add questions and answers &gt; we respond &gt; &gt;
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